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We introduce a wide range of generalized finitary automorphism groups of an
arbitrary module M over an arbitrary ring R. The largest such subgroup of Aut MR
that we seriously consider here is the subgroup of all R-automorphisms g of M
Ž .such that M g 1 has Krull dimension. We also consider the subgroup of all
Ž .R-automorphisms g of M such that M g 1 is Artinian as an R-module. The
results are vaguely analogous to the genuine finitary case but are somewhat
weaker.  2002 Elsevier Science
1. INTRODUCTION
We propose to introduce here a wide range of generalizations of the
notion of a finitary group. Throughout this paper R denotes an arbitrary
Ž .ring with an identity and we restrict ourselves primarily to left R-mod-
Ž  ules. Taking a leaf from the group theorists e.g., see 4, Chap. 1 , by a
PQS-closed class  of R-modules we mean a class  of left R-modules
such that  contains the zero modules; whenever Y X we haveR
Y; and submodules, images, and extensions of -modules by -mod-
Žules are -modules. To explain briefly this notation, P, Q, and S denote
respectively the poly, image, and subobject closure operators and the
² :operator P, Q, S generated by these three is in fact just their product
.PQS, acting on the classes from the left.
Suppose  is a PQS-closed class of R-modules. By the -finitary
Ž .automorphism group of the left R-module M we mean
F Aut M gAut M : M g 1  . 4Ž . R R
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This is a subgroup, even a normal subgroup, of Aut M; for clearlyR
the identity automorphism is -finitary and if g, h F Aut M, then R
Ž 1 . Ž .M g  1 M g 1 and
M gh 1 	M g 1 h
M h 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 1so M gh 1  SPQ. Consequently g and gh lie in F Aut M R
and the latter is a subgroup. If M contains no non-zero -submodules or
² :if M has no non-zero images in  , then F Aut M 1 . At the other R
extreme, if M lies in  then F Aut MAut M. If  is a second R R
PQS-closed class of R-modules, then so is  and clearly
F Aut M F Aut M F Aut M . R  R  R
Examples
There are two trivial PQS-closed classes  , the class R-mod of all left
 4R-modules and the class 0 of the zero R-modules. Clearly F Aut MR -mod R
² :Aut M and F Aut M 1 . More interesting possibilities for  areR 04 R
R-max, the class of Noetherian R-modules; R-min, the class of Artinian
R-modules; and R-fcs, the class of R-modules with a finite composition
series. Then F Aut M is just the finitary automorphism groupR -max R
Ž  .F Aut M of M over R see 911 andR
F Aut M F Aut M F Aut M .f c s R R R -min R
Ž . Ž .Let K  , R denote the class of left R-modules with Krull dimension
less than  . Here  is an ordinal or the formal symbol , greater than
Ž .every ordinal. Thus K , R is the class of all R-modules with Krull
Ž dimension. For the basic properties of the Krull dimension see 1 or 3,
 . Ž . Ž  .Chap. 6 . then K  , R is a PQS-closed class see 3, 6.2.4 for every  .
Ž .Write F Aut M for the K  , R -finitary automorphism group of M over R
R. Then
F Aut M	 F Aut M	  	 F Aut M	  	 F Aut M .0 R 1 R  R  R
Ž .  4 ² : Ž .Clearly K 0, R  0 , so F Aut M 1 . Also, K 1, R  R-min, so0 R
 F Aut M F Aut M. By 3, 6.2.3 we have that R-max is a subclass1 R R -min R
Ž .of K , R and hence
F Aut M F Aut M	 F Aut M .R R -max R  R
For division rings the above chain of subgroups F Aut M collapses. R
Specifically, the following is immediate from the fact that modules with
 Krull dimension have finite uniform dimension; see 3, 6.2.6 .
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1.1. Let D be a division ring. The only PQS-closed subclasses of
Ž .K , D are the class of zero modules and the class of finite-dimensional
vector spaces over D. In particular,
F Aut M F Aut M F Aut M .1 R R  R
The Krull codimension, K-codim M, of the R-module M is by definition
Ž  .the deviation see 3, Sect. 6.1 of the partially ordered set of all submod-
coŽ .ules of M subject to reverse inclusion. Let K  , R denote the class of
Ž . Ž .left R-modules with Krull codimension less than  an ordinal or  .
coŽ .Then K  , R is also a PQS-closed class of R-modules. Denote its
finitary automorphism group of M by F Aut M. In this way we obtain inR
general a second ascending chain of generalized finitary subgroups of
coŽ .  4 coŽ . ŽAut M. The following hold: K 0, R  0 , K 1, R  R-max, and seeR
 .3, 6.1.8
R-min K co , R  K , R .Ž . Ž .
0 ² : 1Thus for all R and M we have F Aut M 1 , F Aut M F Aut M,R R R
and
F Aut M	 F Aut M F Aut M .1 R R  R
A further method for constructing PQS-closed classes is the following.
For any infinite cardinal , take the class of all R-modules with cardinality
less than . The most obvious examples of this construction are the class 
Ž .of all finite R-modules and the class of all countable including finite
R-modules. Clearly, F Aut M	 F Aut M. R f cs R
In this paper we are interested primarily in F Aut M and to a much R
lesser extent in F Aut M. Not surprisingly our results for F Aut M are1 R  R
weaker than the results in the Noetherian case, namely for F Aut M, inR
 11 . However, they are also weaker in the Artinian case F Aut M. At1 R
first sight it might seem strange that the Artinian case is weaker than the
Noetherian case, but consider the following simple examples. Let R be the
integers, M be a free abelian group of rank 2, and N the direct sum of two
Prufer p-groups for some prime p. Then¨
² :F Aut M 1 while F Aut MAut MGL 2,Ž .1
and
² :F Aut N 1 while F Aut NAut NGL 2, .Ž .1 p
Ž .The point here is that M is Noetherian and GL 2, is a comparatively
Ž .small group, while N is Artinian and GL 2, is already quite large; it isp
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uncountable for a start. Another indication of this is that we construct
Žquite naturally ascending series in our module M e.g., see Paragraph 2.4
.below , and although ascending series are usually quite strong, compared
with, say, descending series, if the module is Noetherian these series are
clearly finite, which is substantially stronger.
Results
The following summarizes our general structure results in the widest
case we consider.
1.2. THEOREM. Let G F Aut M for some left module M oer the ring R
R. Then G has a locally residually nilpotent normal subgroup H such that
GH embeds into a cartesian product of irreducible finitary skew linear
groups. Suppose, in addition, that M has Krull dimension and ascending
chain condition on R-End M sub-bimodules. Then GAut M and G hasR R
a nilpotent normal subgroup H such that GH embeds into a direct product of
a finite number of irreducible skew linear groups of finite degree.
ŽA finitary skew linear group is a subgroup of some F Aut VD
Ž .FGL V for V a vector space over some division ring D. If D is a fieldD
.we may drop the word ‘‘skew.’’
Ž . Ž .Any Noetherian module has Krull dimension 3, 6.2.3 and trivially
ascending chain condition on R-End M sub-bimodules, so from theR
Ž .theorem above we recover the second part but definitely not the first part
   of the theorem of 11 . As is to be expected from 11 , our results become
much stronger for locally finite groups.
1.3. THEOREM. Let G be a locally finite subgroup of F Aut M, for M a R
module oer the ring R. Then the following hold.
Ž .a There is a normal subgroup A of G with its deried subgroup A
locally nilpotent and with GA embeddable into a cartesian product of
irreducible finitary linear groups.
Ž .b If R is a -algebra, there is an abelian normal subgroup A of G
such that GA embeds into a cartesian product of irreducible finitary linear
groups oer the complex numbers .
Ž . Žc If R has as a characteristic a power of the prime p e. g., if R is an
. Ž . -algebra , then GO G embeds into a cartesian product of irreduciblep p
Žfinitary linear groups oer some field of characteristic p and, of course,
Ž . .O G is locally nilpotent .p
1.4. THEOREM. Let G be a locally finite subgroup of Aut M, where M isR
a module with Krull dimension and ascending chain condition on R-End MR
sub-bimodules. Then the following hold.
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Ž .a G is nilpotent by abelian by quasilinear.
Ž .b If R is a -algebra, then G is metabelian by finite and has an
abelian normal subgroup A such that GA is isomorphic to a linear group of
finite degree oer .
Ž . Ž .c If R has as a characteristic a power of the prime p, then O G isp
Ž .nilpotent and GO G is isomorphic to a linear group of finite degree oerp
the algebraic closure of  .p
Ž .d If G is locally soluble, then G is soluble of deried length bounded
in terms of M only and is nilpotent by abelian by finite.
Ž . Ž .e The group G satisfies min-q the minimal condition on q-subgroups
Ž .for all but finitely many prices q; in Part b it satisfies min-q for eery prime q
Ž .and in Part c it satisfies min-q for all primes q p.
ŽRecall that a group is quasilinear if it is isomorphic to a subgroup of a
.direct product of a finite number of linear groups of finite degree.
Ž .Note that even in the finite-dimensional skew linear case of 1.4 d , the
Ž .group G need not be unipotent by abelian by finite 6, 2.5.9 or 2.5.10 , so
Ž .1.4 d is not as analogous and is a bit more subtle than its superficial
similarity to the classical linear case might suggest.
2. MODULE THEORY
We start with a couple of simple remarks.
2.1. Let  be a PQS-closed class of R-modules and let G 
² :g , g , . . . , g be a finitely generated subgroup of F Aut M. Then1 2 n  R
Ž .   Ž .a M, G Ý M g 1  , andgG
Ž . Ž .b MC G .M
Ž .   Ž .Proof. a M, G Ý M g  1  PQ.1	 i	 n i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b MC G embeds naturally intoMC g M g  1 ,M M i ii i
Ž .so MC G lies in SP.M
2.2. Let  be a PQS-closed class of R-modules and let G be a subgroup
of F Aut M. Then G acts -finitarily on any RG section of M. R
Proof. Let N be an RG submodule of M. If gG, then
MN g 1  M g 1 
N NŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
M g 1  M g 1 N Q ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .and N g 1 	M g 1 , so N g 1  S. The claim follows.
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ŽDirect products of finitary groups arise naturally in the Noetherian that
.is, in the F Aut M case, and direct products of finitary groups haveR
obvious faithful finitary representations. The same cannot be said for
cartesian products, even though cartesian products of finitary groups arise
Ž .in general see Paragraphs 1.2 and 1.3 and Paragraph 3.1 below in an
analogous way. The following elementary remark illustrates this. If
M M is a direct sum of R-modules M , then we assume the obvious 
embeddings
 Aut M 	 Aut M 	Aut M . R   R  R
Ž .2.3. Let  be a PQS-closed subclass of K , R and suppose M
 M is a direct sum of R-modules. Then
 Aut M  F Aut M F Aut M .Ž . R   R   R 
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let g   Aut M  F Aut M. Then M g  1  R   R
Ž . Ž M g 1 has Krull dimension and hence finite uniform dimension 3,
.6.2.6 . Thus g restricts to the identity on almost all M and so g
Ž . Ž . Aut M . If also g F Aut M, then M g 1 M g 1  R   R 
and g acts on M as a member of F Aut M for each . Hence  R 
 Aut M  F Aut M	 F Aut M .Ž . R   R   R 
Since  is closed under finite direct sums, so  F Aut M 	 F Aut M  R   R
and the result follows.
ŽSay that an R-module M is tight if there is a critical w.r.t. the Krull
.dimension R-module C such that
Ž .   4 4a K-dim Cmin K-dim X : 0  X	M and
Ž .b M is generated by copies of C.
 4Note that necessarily M 0 . Say that C is an associated critical of M.
Note that we are not assuming that M itself has Krull dimension. Of
course, C itself is tight and C is an associated critical of C. Indeed, every
non-zero submodule of C is tight.
Ž .2.4. Let k be a commutatie ring, R a k-algebra, and M a non-zero left
R-module. Then M has an ascending series
 40 M M   M   M 	M M0 1 	 
 

1
of R-End M sub-bimodules such that each factor M M for 	 
 isR 	
1 	
tight and MM contains no non-zero R-submodules with Krull dimension. If

M has Krull dimension and ascending chain condition on R-End M sub-R
bimodules, then M M and 
 is finite.
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Proof. If M contains no non-zero R-submodules with Krull dimension,
Ž .set 
 0. Otherwise M contains a critical R-submodule 3, 6.2.10 . Pick
 4one such, say C , of least Krull dimension. Set M Ý C	M : C C .0 1 0
 4If  End M and C  C	M, then either C C or C 0 .R 0
Hence M .End M	M . Repeat the above argument with M replaced1 R 1
with MM . Keep going, transfinitely if necessary. The result follows1
easily.
We need to analyze the structure of the tight modules. We require some
preliminary work first. Say that a non-zero R-module M is -locally
critical for some ordinal  if every non-zero finitely generated submodule
of M has Krull dimension  , while every finitely generated submodule of
every proper image of M has Krull dimension less than  ; equivalently, if
every non-zero finitely generated submodule of M is -critical.
Suppose X is a non-zero submodule of an -locally critical R-module
M. Clearly X is also -locally critical. If X has Krull dimension, then
 K-dim X  by 3, 6.2.17 . If  is not a limit ordinal, this same result
shows that X is -critical.
2.5. Let M be a tight R-module with associated -critical C. Any section
X of M with Krull dimension satisfies K-dim X	  . Any non-zero submod-
ule Y of M with Krull dimension satisfies K-dim Y  .
Proof. Any finitely generated submodule of M lies in a sum of finitely
many copies of C. It therefore has Krull dimension at most  . Hence by
 3, 6.2.17 again K-dim X	  and in particular K-dim Y	  . By the
minimality of  in the definition of tight we have K-dim Y  .
2.6. Let M be a tight R-module with associated -critical C and let J
denote an injectie hull of C. If  is any non-zero R-homomorphism of M
into J, then M is -locally critical.
Proof. Let X be a non-zero finitely generated submodule of M. Then
X has Krull dimension, since M does locally. Also J is uniform, so
 4 Ž .X C 0 and K-dim X K-dim X C   . It follows from Para-
graph 2.5 that K-dim X  . Let Y be a non-zero submodule of X. If
 4  4C 0 , where C C	M, then Y C 0 by the uniformity of J
ŽŽ . .and hence K-dim Y
 C Y   . It follows that every finitely gener-
ated subgroup of MY, and in particular of XY, has Krull dimension
less than  . Consequently X is -critical and M is -locally critical.
2.7. Let M be a tight R-module with associated -critical C and suppose
that M	 1 J , where J is an injectie hull of some C  C. If N is  
a submodule of M with Krull dimension, then N	 J for some finite
subset  of .
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Proof. Assume the conclusion is false and let  denote the natural
 4projection of 1 onto J . Assuming N 0 , then K-dim N  by Para-
graph 2.5 and each N is either -locally critical or zero by Paragraph
 42.6. Clearly  ker  0 , so N has a series of finite length, n say, 
whose factors are -locally critical. From the Schreier Refinement Lemma
it follows that any finite series of N has at most n of its factors -locally
critical. Any section of N has Krull dimension at most  .
Let  be a finite subset of . By hypothesis there exists some x in
 4N  J . Set  ; x  0 . Then  is finite with . 
By Paragraph 2.6 the module
N J N J  ž / ž /
 
has a series of finite length with -locally critical factors. Thus inductively
we can construct a finite series of N with at least n
 1 -locally critical
factors. This contradiction completes the proof of Paragraph 2.7.
For the next results, labelled 2.8.1 to 2.8.5, we keep the following
assumptions; moreover, notation in these results is accumulative. The ring
R is an algebra for the commutative ring k, M is a tight R-module with
associated -critical C, I is an injective hull of M, and J is an injective
hull of C.
2.8.1. I contains a direct sum I J containing M, where J is an 
injectie hull of C  C and  C 	M	 I. 
Proof. By Zorn’s Lemma there is a direct sum I	 I of copies of J
with the corresponding copies of C in M and maximal among such,
meaning that we cannot have I J	 I with J an injective hull of a C
satisfying C C	M. Suppose M I. Then there exists C	M with
Ž  .C I and C C. There is an injective hull J of C in I see 5, 2.19 .
 4  4Now C is essential in J and I J 0 . Therefore I C 0 .
ŽBy Paragraph 2.7 with I C for M, C, and N; note that each J is
.also an injective hull of a copy of I C in C the submodule I C lies
in some K J  J   J 	 I for some finite n, where each J  J.1 2 n i
Then K is injective, so I K L for some L and
C I C  C K C  C
 K K C
 K  L,  L,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž ..say. Since C is critical, K-dim C I C  K-dim C. Hence
K-dim C K-dim L K-dim M L .Ž .
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 4  4Therefore M L 0 . But M is essential in I. Consequently L 0
and C	 I. This contradiction of the choice of C completes the proof
that M	 I.
2.8.2. Let  End M with M haing Krull dimension. Then thereR
 Ž .exists some  in End I with  meaning  restricted to M equal to MR
and I	 J for  some finite subset of .
Proof. Certainly M	 K J for some finite subset  of  by
Paragraph 2.7. Then K is injective, so : MM	 K extends to some
: I K	 I. The claim follows.
 By 5, 3.12 the ring End J is local, meaning that its set  of non-unitsR
Ž .   44is a unique maximal ideal. In fact, m  End J : ker  0 . Also,R
Ž . Ž .D End J  is a division k-algebra. Let V be the row left vectorR
space over D with rows indexed by  and with almost all entries zero,
so End V is identified with the k-algebra of  row-finite matricesD
over D.
 4Set F End M  End M : M has Krull dimension and0 R R
 4F End M 1 
  :  k and  F End M .k R M 0 R
Then F End M is a k-subalgebra of End M and F End M is an idealk R R 0 R
of F End M. If M has Krull dimension, then End M F End Mk R R k R
F End M. Suppose M does not have Krull dimension. Then F End M0 R k R
Ž . k1  F End M; for if  k with 1  F End M, then MM 0 R M 0 R
  4 Ž .has Krull dimension and ker   0 . Thus   C has Krull dimen-M 
 4  4sion, so either C 0 , whence M 0 since M is generated by copies
of C, or  is finite. In the latter case C is essential in I and so in M
Ž  .  4   4and ker   C  0 . But then ker   0 andM C
K-dim C K-dim C ker   K-dim C.Ž .Ž .C
 4 Ž .Hence again C 0  M and F End M k1  F End M ask R M 0 R
claimed. Note also that F Aut M 1
 F End M is a subgroup of the R 0 R
group of units of F End M.k R
2.8.3. F End M embeds into F End V with F End M embeddingk R k D 0 R
Ž .into F End V and F Aut M embedding into FGL V .0 D  R
Proof. There is an obvious isomorphism 	 of End I onto the ring ofR
Ž Ž .pointwise row-finite  matrices over End J that is, matrices R 
Ž .in End J such that for every x in J and every , all but a finiteR
.number of the x are zero and an obvious projection 
 of the latter
ring onto the ring of row-finite  matrices over D, identified with
End V. Define  : F End M End V by  :  	
 , where  isD 0 R D
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chosen as in 2.8.2. We claim that  is a well-defined k-algebra homomor-
phism of F End M into F End V.0 R 0 D
The construction of  shows that 	 has only a finite number of
non-zero columns, so  does, too. Thus Im  F End V. Suppose also0 D
that   End I with   . Then    kills M and henceMR
kills every C . Let  : I J be the natural projection. Then for all  and  
 4 in  we have C   0 . Therefore 	
 0, so 	
  	
 and  
is well defined. It is easily checked that  is a k-algebra homomorphism
Ž Ž .for example, if ,  F End M we can choose 
   to be 
  0 R
.and choose similarly for multiplication .
If M does not have Krull dimension we extend  to F End M ask R
follows. Let    
   F End M, where   k and  M k R
 Ž  . F End M. Set   
   
  	
 . Since F End M kV I M0 R k R
 F End M it is easy to check that  is a well-defined k-algebra0 R
Ž   4homomorphism. If   0, then each C  0 , so each entry of 	M 
 .lies in  and hence 	
   0.V
In either case, suppose  0, where  F End M. Writing  k R
 Ž  . 
 , it follows that  	 has all its matrix entries in . Then   I J 
is not one-to-one, for all  and . Since C is essential in J, so
ŽŽ  . .  4ker    0 for all  and . Also, C has Krull dimension, soC  
 4C   0 for almost all  by Paragraph 2.7. Consequently C  ker   
 4 0 for every  in .
Ž .Let C	M with C C. Then C	M  J for some finite
subset  of  by 2.7. Now  C is essential in  J and hence  
Ž .  4 C  ker  is essential in J . Consequently C ker  0 and  
C	M with K-dim C K-dim C. By the minimality of K-dim C we
 4  4have C 0 . Therefore ker Ý C	M : C C M, so  0
and  is one-to-one. Finally,
F Aut M 	 1
 F End V GL V  FGL V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 D
 2.8.4. The uniform dimension u-dim M is finite if and only if n  is
finite, and then n u-dim M, the module I I is injectie, and  embeds
nn Ž .F End M into the matrix ring D and embeds F Aut M into GL n, D .k R  R
 Proof. If u-dim M is finite, then n  	 u-dim M . Suppose n is
finite. Then I is injective, so I I, and C is essential in I and so also
in M. Hence n u-dim M. The remainder of 2.8.4 follows.
2.8.5. If M has Krull dimension, then  embeds End M into Dnn andR
Ž .Aut M into GL n, D , where n u-dim M .R
ŽSince M has Krull dimension, the uniform dimension of M is finite 3,
.6.2.6 and Paragraph 2.8.4 applies.
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2.9. If M is a tight R-module with a non-zero Artinian submodule N, then
M is completely reducible and homogeneous and F Aut M F Aut M1 R R
F Aut M. R
Proof. N contains an irreducible submodule, necessarily of Krull di-
mension 0, so M is generated by copies of some 0-critical C, which
necessarily is irreducible. Then M is a direct sum of copies of C, as is each
of its submodules. Hence any submodule of M with Krull dimension is a
direct sum of only finitely many copies of C and therefore is both Artinian
and Noetherian. The result follows.
From Paragraphs 2.4 and 2.9 we obtain the following.
 42.10. We can choose the series M of Paragraph 2.4 such that for	
some 	 
 each M M is homogeneous for 	  and MM has no	
1 	 
non-zero Artinian submodules.
3. GENERAL STRUCTURE
In this section k is a commutative ring, R is a k-algebra, and M is a
Ž .  4left R-module. Let 0 M M   M   M 	M M0 1 	 
 

1
be the series for M constructed in Paragraph 2.4. Then for 	 
 the
factor M M is tight, with an associated critical C , say. Let D be the	
1 	 	 	
residue class ring of the endomorphism ring of an injective hull of C and	
let V be a suitable left D -space so that by Paragraph 2.8.3 we have the	 	
natural maps
F Aut M F Aut M M  FGL VŽ . Ž . R  R 	
1 	 	
of which the second map is an embedding. We also have via Paragraph
2.8.3 a k-algebra homomorphism  of F End M into the endomor-	 k R
phism ring of the D -space V of which the above map of F Aut M is the	 	  R
restriction. Note that F Aut M centralizes MM . R 

3.1. The group G F Aut M contains a normal subgroup N R
Ž . C M M such that N is locally residually nilpotent and hypo	
 G 	
1 	
Ž .hyper N-central and such that GN embeds into  FGL V .	
 	
Proof. All this follows directly from Paragraphs 2.4 and 2.8.3, except for
the nilpotence properties of N. These follow from Hall and Hartley’s
 Theorems A1 and A2 of 2 .
We need to consider an appropriate analogue for unipotence in linear
groups. Thus consider a subgroup G of Aut M. Let  denote the obviousR
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image of the augmentation ideal of G of the group ring G in End M;R
that is,
   g 1 	 End M .Ž .gG R
ŽIf we consider other subgroups such as G , H, etc., of Aut M, the1 R
.corresponding subrings of End M we denoted by  ,  , etc.R 1
Ž . Ž .3.2. Let G be a subgroup of F Aut M. Then Part a below implies b , R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b implies c , and c implies d .
Ž .a  is locally nilpotent.
Ž . Žb G is unipotent meaning each g 1 End M for gG isR
.nilpotent and locally nilpotent.
Ž . ² :Ž .c G is unipotent and G L, P  .
Ž .d   is locally nilpotent for 0	 	 
 .	
Ž² :Ž .L, P  denotes the smallest local and poly closed class of groups
  .containing all abelian and all finite groups; see 4, Chap. 1 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Part a implies b . Trivially G is unipotent. If G is finitely
 i4generated, then  is nilpotent, so G stabilizes the finite series M i 0
and thus G is a nilpotent group.
Ž . Ž . ² :Ž .Part b implies c . This is trivial since L, P  contains all locally
nilpotent groups.
Ž . Ž .  Part c implies d . Apply 6, 1.3.8 to each finitely generated subgroup
Ž .of G 	 FGL V .	 	
3.3. Let G be a subgroup of F Aut M. If each   is locally nilpotent, R 	
then G is locally residually nilpotent.
Proof. Suppose G is finitely generated. Then each   is nilpotent	
and hence G stabilizes a finite series in each M M and hence an	
1 	
 ascending series in M. By Theorem A2 of 2 the group G is residually
nilpotent. The result follows.
Ž . 13.4. Let G be a subgroup of F Aut M and set H s G  . R 	 
 	 	
Then H is locally residually nilpotent.
Ž .Here s K denotes the unique maximal normal stability subgroup of the
Ž .  finitary skew linear group K ; s K exists by Paragraph 2.2 of 7 . Thus
ŽParagraph 3.4 follows from 3.3 and a finitary skew linear result easy to
 .prove directly or see 7, Sect. 2 .
3.5. EXAMPLE. Let R be , the integers, and suppose M is a Prufer¨
 ² :2 -group. Let G i 	 F Aut MAut M, where i denotes inver-1 R R
sion. Then G stabilizes an ascending series in M but not a descending
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 series in M. In particular, G does not stabilize a finite series in M, G 
Ž . ŽM i 1 M, as it would have to have done in the Noetherian case that
.  4is, in the case of subgroups of F Aut M . Note that the series M ofR 	
 4Paragraph 2.4 here must coincide with the series  M of elemen-i 0	 i	 
 4tary layers. Trivially   is nilpotent for each 	 
 , indeed    0	 	
for each such 	 . Further, G is not unipotent, since G End M  2
Ž .the 2-adic integers , which is a domain.
Ž .3.6. The Proof of 1.3. We leave the proof of Part a until the end.
Ž . Ž .b Here each s G is trivial and G has an abelian normal	 	
subgroup modulo which G is isomorphic to a completely reducible	
  Ž .finitary linear group over ; see Corollary 3 of 8 . Thus Part b will follow
Ž .once we know that N   C M M , which is just	  
 G 	
1 	
Ž . 1 s G  here, is trivial. If gN, there is a finite -dimensional,	
 	 	
² : ² :g -faithful  g -submodule X of M. Then g stabilizes a finite series in
X, g acts unipotently on X, and the order of g is 1 or . But G is locally
² :finite. Therefore N 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1 Ž .c Here O G 	H s G  . The argument in b abovep 	 
 	 	
² : Ž .to show that N 1 only yields here that N is a p-group. Each s G is	
a p-group and H is locally finite. Therefore H is a p-group and so
Ž . Ž . Ž .HO G . The skew linear case 8, Corollary 3 now yields c , it beingp
easy to reduce to the case where the irreducible representations are over
the same field of characteristic p.
Ž . Ž .a If char D  0, then G is as in the proof of Part b . Otherwise	 	
Ž .G is as in the proof of c . By Paragraph 3.4 the group H	
Ž . 1 s G  is locally residually nilpotent. Also, H is locally finite.	
 	 	
Therefore H is locally nilpotent.
Ž .3.7. Let G be a finite unipotent subgroup of FGL V , where D is aD
G   4diision ring and V is a left ector space oer D. Then   0 .
Proof. For if F is the center of D, then the F-subalgebra of End VD
 generated by G has finite dimension over F, d, say, where d	 G . By the
Ž . d  4linear and finite dimensional case  is nilpotent with   0 . The
result follows.
4. UNIPOTENCE
Our consideration so far of versions of unipotence has sufficed for
locally finite groups; see Paragraph 3.6. For groups in general we need
rather more. Call an element g of Aut M a u-element if g stabilizes anR
ascending series of R-submodules of M. Such a g I suspect should really
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be called a unipotent element, but I don’t quite have the courage. I keep
Ž .the traditional term ‘‘g unipotent’’ to mean ‘‘ g 1 nilpotent.’’
If G is a subgroup of Aut M, say that G is a u-subgroup of Aut M ifR R
each of its elements is a u-element. Say G is an s-subgroup of Aut M ifR
each finitely generated subgroup of G stabilizes an ascending series of
R-submodules of M. In the finitary case these definitions are consistent
 with those of 11 , as the following lemma shows.
Ž .4.1. a If g F Aut M, then g is a u-element if and only if g isR
unipotent.
Ž .b If G	 F Aut M, then G is an s-subgroup if and only if  isR
locally nilpotent.
Ž .Note that 4.1 b says that G	 F Aut M is an s-subgroup if and only ifR
 G is an s-subgroup in the sense of 11 . Trivially every unipotent element
of Aut M is a u-element. In the example of Paragraph 3.5, the element iR
of F Aut M is a u-element that is not unipotent.1 R
Ž .Proof. a Suppose g stabilizes the ascending series
 40  X 	 X 	  	 X 	  	M .0 1 i
Ž .  Ž . 4Since M g 1 is R-Noetherian here, the set X M g 1 : i 0 isi
Ž .m  4finite and of cardinality m, say. Then M g 1  0 and g is unipotent.
The converse is clear.
Ž .b We may assume that G is finitely generated. If  is nilpotent,
 i4clearly G stabilizes the finite series M and G is an s-subgroup.i 0
Conversely, suppose G stabilizes an ascending R-series in M. Now M
 M, G is R-Noetherian, so G stabilizes a finite series, say of length m, in
m
1  4 m
1  4M. Hence M  0 ,   0 , and the claim follows.
4.2. If G is an s-subgroup of F Aut M, then G acts as an s-subgroup on R
eery RG section of M and also on each of the ector spaces V . If	
m  4H	 F Aut M stabilizes a finite series in V of length m, then V   0 R 	 	
and M m 	M .	
1 	
Proof. Only the action of G on V is in doubt and that follows from	
the following result.
4.3. Let M be a tight R-module and G a finitely generated s-subgroup of
F Aut M. Then  is nilpotent, G is nilpotent, and G stabilizes a finite series R
in M.
Proof. We use the notation and terminology of Section 2. Let S be the
Ž .multiplicative subsemigroup of End M generated by all g 1 for gG.R
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 4Now G stabilizes an ascending series Z of R-submodules of M. Let  0
x g  1 g  1  g  1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 r
for elements g , g , . . . , g of G. For any m in M there is a positive1 2 r
integer n with mx n 0; for if mx i Z for some  , then mx i
1 Z for 
some  . If m C	M, where C C, an associated critical of M,
Ž n. n  4then K-dim Cx  K-dim C and so Cx  0 .
Ž .M g  1 has Krull dimension, so by Paragraph 2.7 we have Mx	 Jr 
for some finite subset  of , the notation being as in Section 2,
Ž . n  4especially the results labelled 2.8. By the above  C x  0 for some
positive integer n. Also,  C is essential in  J . Suppose C	M  
with C C. Then Cx	 J , so there exists m in C with m 0 and
mx C . Hence mx n
1 0 and the first paragraph of the proof yields
n
1  4that Cx  0 . But M is generated by these submodules C. Therefore
n
1  4 n
1Mx  0 and so x  0.
Thus S consists only of nilpotent elements. Let  denote the embedding
Žof F End M into F End V given in 2.8.3 k a commutative ring with Rk R k D
. Ž .a k-algebra . Now G is a finitely generated subgroup of FGL V and so
  Ž . W V, G has finite dimension, d, say, over D. Then S is aW
multiplicative subsemigroup of nilpotent elements in End WDdd. ByD
Ž   Ž . a theorem of Levitzki e.g. 6, 1.3.9 S is nilpotent. Thus for someW
Ž .n  4 Ž .n
1  4 Ž .n
1  4integer n we have W    0 , so V    0 and    0 .
n
1  4But  is an embedding. Therefore   0 . The remainder of Para-
graph 4.3 follows easily; in particular, G stabilizes the finite series
 i4M of M.0	 i	 n
1
4.4. Let G be a locally finite subgroup of F Aut M. Then G is an R
s-subgroup if and only if G is a u-subgroup, and if these hold then G is locally
nilpotent.
Proof. We have to prove the following, the remainder of 4.4 being
clear.
Ž .a If G is an s-subgroup, then G is locally nilpotent.
Ž .b If G is a u-subgroup, then G is an s-subgroup.
Ž .For both of these statements we may assume G is finite. To see Part a
 note that G is nilpotent since, by 2, Theorem A2 again, G is residually
Ž . Ž . Ž . G   4nilpotent. For b we have from 3.7 4.2 and 4.1 that    0 . Hence	
G stabilizes a finite series in each M M by 4.2 and con-	
1 	
sequently G stabilizes an ascending series in M. Therefore G is an
s-subgroup.
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4.5. Let G be a subgroup of F Aut M. The following are equialent. R
Ž .a G is an s-subgroup.
Ž . Ž .b Each G is a stability subgroup of FGL V .	 	
Ž .c Each   is locally nilpotent.	
Proof. We may assume that G is finitely generated. The equivalence of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž  . Ž .Parts b and c is a known skew linear result see 7, 2.1c . Suppose b
holds. Then G stabilizes a series of finite length in V and hence by 4.2 in	
M M also, for each 	 . Thus G stabilizes an ascending series in M	
1 	
Ž . Ž . Ž .and a holds. Finally, a implies c by Paragraphs 4.2 and 4.1.
4.6. Let G be a subgroup of F Aut M. Then G has a unique maximal R
Ž . Ž . Ž .normal s-subgroup s G . Also, s G is locally residually nilpotent and s G 
Ž . 1 s G  .	
 	 	
Ž .Proof. Each s G is already defined by the skew linear case. By	
Ž . 1Paragraph 4.5 the subgroup H s G  is a normal s-sub-	
 	 	
group of G, which by 4.5 contains every normal s-subgroup of G. Thus set
Ž . s G H. That H is locally residually nilpotent follows from 2, Theorem
A2 again.
4.7. EXAMPLE. Set R  and let M be the direct sum of two Prufer¨
 Ž .p -groups. Set G F Aut MGL 2, . Then1 R p
s G  C  M  xGL 2, : x 1 mod p .Ž . Ž .  4Ž .G 1 p
Ž .Certainly s G is not locally nilpotent but is residually nilpotent. Also, here
Ž . Ž .Gs G GL 2, p is finite.
4.8. Let X be a finite subset of the subgroup G of F Aut M and set R
Ž² G:.U s X . Then U stabilizes an ascending series in M. In particular, U is
hypo hypercentral.
Ž .Proof. By the skew linear case and Paragraph 4.5 U stabilizes a finite
series in each V and the result follows by using Paragraph 4.2 and 2,	
Theorem A1 .
4.9. An s-subgroup S of F Aut M has a local system of normal hypo R
Ž .hypercentral subgroups. Also, S is a Kurosh Z-group.
 Proof. Apply Paragraph 4.8 and 4, 8.24 Corollary .
4.10. If K is an ascendant subgroup of the subgroup G of F Aut M, R
Ž . Ž .then s K 	 s G .
Ž .Proof. Suppose K is normal in G. Then s K is a normal s-subgroup
Ž . Ž .of G, so s K 	 s G . In general, suppose
K K 	 K 	  	 K 	  	 K G0 1  
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is an ascending series of G. By induction we may assume that
s K 	 s K whenever 0	 	  .Ž . Ž . 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .If   1 exists we have s K 	 s K 	 s K  s G by the nor- 
1
Ž .mal case. If not, then  s K is a normal s-subgroup of G and 
Ž .consequently lies in s G . The claim follows.
Ž .4.11. The Proof of 1.2. Set H s G . By 4.6 the group H is locally
Ž . Ž . 1residually nilpotent. Since s G  s G  , so GH is embed-	
 	 	
dable into a cartesian product of irreducible finitary skew linear groups by
the skew linear case.
Suppose M has Krull dimension and ascending chain condition on
R-End M sub-bimodules. Then GAut M and in Paragraph 2.4 theR R
ordinal 
 is finite. In view of Paragraph 2.8.5 we have that GH embeds
Ž .into a cartesian and hence direct product of only a finite number of
irreducible skew linear groups, all of finite degree. Also, H stabilizes a
finite series in M and hence is nilpotent.
4.12. Let g be a non-triial u-element and G a periodic subgroup of
F Aut M. R
Ž .   Ž . ² :a If R is a -algebra, then g   and s G  1 .
Ž .b Suppose R has as a characteristic a power of the prime p. If g has
 finite order, then g is a power of p. If h F Aut M has order a power of R
Ž . Ž .p, then h is unipotent. If G is locally finite, then s G O G .p
Ž .Proof. a If g has finite order, there is a finite -dimensional
² : ² : ² :g -faithful,  g -submodule X of M and g stabilizes an ascending,
and hence finite, -series in X. Unipotent elements in linear groups of
 finite degree and characteristic zero have order 1 or . Therefore g  .
Ž . ² :Clearly, then, s G  1 .
Ž . ² : ² :b If g has finite order, then g acts faithfully on a finite g -sub-
² :module X of order a power of p and g stabilizes a finite series in X. By
    rstability theory, if g has finite order, then g is a power of p. Let h  p
and suppose char R pc. Now
p r rph 1  h  1  0 modulo p.Ž . Ž .
i Ž . p r i
1 Ž . p r c  4Thus p M h 1 	 p M for each i and M h 1  0 . Thus h is
unipotent.
If P is a p-subgroup of G, then P is unipotent by the above and locally
nilpotent since G is locally finite. Hence P is an s-subgroup of G by
Ž . Ž .Paragraphs 3.2 and 4.5. Consequently s G O G .p
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4.13. In connection with Paragraph 4.12 note that a u-element of
F Aut M of finite order need not be unipotent; see the example of Para- R
graph 3.5.
Ž .Also, in Part 4.12 b above, g need not have finite order. For let R be
the polynomial ring in the one variable x over the prime field of order p.
The obvious embedding RRxi RxRxi
1	 RRxi
1 for each i pro-
i Žduces a direct system. Set M equal to the direct limit of the RRx . M is
.an injective hull of RRx. Then M is Artinian, so Aut M F Aut M.R 1 R
Now the obvious projections RRxi
1 RRxi produce an inverse sys-
tem and End M is isomorphic to its inverse limit, so there exists anR
Žautomorphism g of M of infinite order centralizing RRx indeed, un-
.countably many such g . Then g is a u-element of F Aut M of infinite1 R
order. Trivially char R p.
4.14. Let M be a tight R-module. Then either M is -torsion-free or M is
of prime exponent.
Proof. Let C be an associated -critical of M and suppose M is not
Ž .-torsion-free. Then there exists a non-zero x in M and an integer prime
p with px 0. Now x lies in a finite sum C 
 C 
 
C 	M where1 2 n
each C is a copy of C. Pick i maximal withi
 4Rx C 
 C 
 
C  0 .Ž .1 2 i
Then Rx contains a non-zero submodule Y that is embeddable into
E  C 
 C 
 
C  C 
 C 
 
C .Ž . Ž .i 1 2 i
1 1 2 i
By the minimality of  K-dim C, we have K-dim Y  . But E is ani
image of C  C, which is -critical. Hence E and C are isomorphici
1 i
 4 and so Y embeds into C. Now pY	 Rpx 0 . Thus pC C z C : pz
4  4 0 is a proper image of C in C and so pC 0 . But M is generated by
 4copies of C. Therefore pM 0 and the proof is complete.
4.15. The Proof of 1.4. A locally finite skew linear group of finite
Ždegree and characteristic zero is metabelian by finite a theorem of
 .Hartley and Shahabi; see 6, 2.5.5 and is abelian by linear of finite degree
Ž  .over  see 6, 2.5.6 . If G is a locally finite skew linear group of finite
Ž .degree and positive characteristic p, then GO G is isomorphic to ap
linear group of finite degree over the algebraic closure of the field of p
Ž  . Ž . Ž . Ž .elements a theorem of Zalesskii; see 6, 2.3.1 . Thus Parts a , b , and c
Ž .of Paragraph 1.4 follow from 4.12 and the second part of 1.2. Part e is
 easily derived from the above and 6, 2.5.2 and 2.3.1 . It remains to prove
Ž .Part d .
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It is immediate from the above and the structure of soluble linear
Ž .groups of finite degree that in Part d the group G is soluble of derived
length bounded in terms of M only and is nilpotent by metabelian by
finite, indeed even unipotent by metabelian by finite. To obtain the full
Ž .conclusion in d we have a little more work to do.
 4Consider the series M of M given in Paragraph 2.4. By Paragraph	
4.14 the factors M M are either -torsion-free or of prime exponent.	
1 	
Also here 
 is finite; we induct on 
 . If M is -torsion-free, then1
Ž .Hom MM , M is also -torsion-free. Then elementary stability theoryR 1 1
Ž . Ž . ² :yields that C MM  C M  1 and so G embeds into the directG 1 G 1
Ž . Ž .product of F Aut MM and F Aut M . By induction GC MM R 1  R 1 G 1
Ž . Ž .is nilpotent by abelian by finite and as in Part b the group GC M isG 1
Ž .metabelian by finite. Thus Part d follows in this case.
Ž .Now suppose M has prime exponent p and set A C MM 1 G 1
Ž . 1 Ž . 1C M . Let M M pM
M and PM M . For a A defineG 1 1 1
a* : P P by
a* : x , y  x , x a 1 
 y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .ˆ ˆ
where yM , xM, and x is the natural image of x in M 1. Then * isˆ1
Ž . Ž .well defined and embeds A into Aut P. Also, P a* 1 M a 1 ,R
which has Krull dimension. Therefore A*	 F Aut P. R

 
 Ž . Ž .For gG define g : P P via g : x, y  xg, yg , where x, x,ˆ ˆ ˆ
and y are as above. Then 
 maps G homomorphically into Aut M withR
Ž 
 . 1Ž . Ž .kernel containing A. Also, P g  1 	M g 1 M g 1 , which1

 Ž 
.1 Ž 
.has Krull dimension. Therefore G 	 F Aut P. Further, g a* g  R
Ž g . ² 
 : 
a * for gG and a A, so G , A* G A*	 F Aut P. Now R
 4 Ž .pP 0 . Hence by Part c and the structure of soluble linear groups of
finite degree and characteristic p, the group G
A* is nilpotent by abelian
by finite. Since A is abelian, we can choose A* to be in a nilpotent normal
subgroup modulo which G
A* is abelian by finite.
Ž .By induction GC MM is nilpotent by abelian by finite. Further, soG 1
Ž . Ž .is GC M by Part c again. Hence there is a normal subgroup K AG 1
Ž .
of G of finite index such that K AA and K  A* are both nilpotent. In
particular, for some integer n we have

 ² : A , K  * A*, K   1 .Ž .n n
  ² :But * is an embedding. Hence A, K   1 and so K A is nilpotent.n
Ž .Part d follows.
 The following is an analogue to Section 3.4 of 11 .
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4.16. Let G be a subgroup of F Aut M. R
Ž .a If G stabilizes a series of R-submodules of M that, for eery finitely
 generated subgroup K of G, intersects M, K in an ascending series, then G is
an s-subgroup of F Aut M. R
Ž .b If G is an s-subgroup of F Aut M, then G stabilizes a series of R
R-submodules of M.
Ž .Proof. a Clearly K stabilizes an ascending series of R-submodules
of M. Thus G is, by definition here, an s-subgroup.
Ž .  b A standard localization argument, cf. the proof of 11, 3.3 , shows
that if each finitely generated subgroup K of a subgroup G of Aut MR
Ž .stabilizes an R-series in M, then so does G itself. Part b follows at once
from this.
We conclude with the following simple remark.
Ž .4.17. a If g F Aut M, then g is a u-element if and only if each g  R 	
is unipotent.
Ž . ² :Ž .b If G L, P  is a subgroup of F Aut M, then G is a R
u-subgroup if and only if G is an s-subgroup.
Ž .Proof. a By definition the element g is a u-element if and only if
² : Ž .g is an s-subgroup. The latter happens if and only if each g   1 is	
nilpotent, by Paragraph 4.5.
Ž .b Suppose G is a u-subgroup. Then each G is unipotent by Part	
Ž .  a and hence each G is a stability subgroup by 6, 1.3.8 . Thus G is an	
s-subgroup by Paragraph 4.5. The converse is clear.
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